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Kona Homeowner Remodels ’80s-Era Beach House
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Natural Style
Eco-minded homeowner achieves designer remodel on 

’80s-era beach house

Story aNd photography by kareN aNderSoN

The Golden Ratio principle in 

sacred geometry can be seen 

in the placement and shape 

of the two windows above the 

front door. Louvered French 

doors and custom trim bring a 

designer style to the previously 

utilitarian home.

The remodel of the 

home’s exterior includes 

custom beams sculpted to 

resemble the beams of an 

Asian temple. Contractor 

Andy Norlander did much of 

the work on the renovation.

COVER STORY 

W
e strived to make 

everything as ‘eco-groovy’ 

as possible,” said Martha 

Blane when describing 

the incredibly impressive 

remodel she and her husband, Leonard 

Wittwer, achieved on their ’80s-era beach 

house and cottage in South Kona located just 

steps away from the ocean.

Utilizing locally sourced lumber and 

environmentally friendly materials, Martha and 

Leonard artfully transformed what had once 

been a basic, utilitarian house into a designer 

showplace complete with locally milled 

eucalyptus floors, bamboo cabinets, a custom 

bar made of repurposed koa, French doors 

and gorgeous trim throughout.

The couple’s commitment to sustainable 

building practices derives from their history of 

leadership working with conservation groups 

in Southern California. For 26 years, Martha 

worked as an environmental consultant, 

planning and monitoring habitat restoration 

projects of coastal sage scrub, home to the 

federally endangered California Gnatcatcher. 

The couple also founded the non-profit 

Escondido Creek Conservancy, helping to 

preserve 3,000 acres in North San Diego 

County.

“We were active and vocal environmentalists 

for many years,” said Martha, who today hosts 

and teaches qigong workshops and retreats 

in California and Hawai‘i. “After all those years 

as an activist, I discovered the way to save the 

earth is to change people’s hearts.”

Martha’s natural design abilities and artistic 

sensibilities shine through in every room 

of the three-bedroom, two-story house. 

She wanted to adhere to the principles of 

sacred geometry when designing the home’s 

reconfigured dimensions, for example, the 

two small windows they added above the front 

door, or the curvature in the beams and deck 

rails that imparts an extra element of beauty. 

Local contractor Andy Norlander did much of 

the woodworking for the remodel.

“Andy lived in the cottage while he worked 

on the house,” said Martha. “He was totally 

into making the house a temple, utilizing the 

principles of the Golden Ratio, which is about 

creating aesthetically pleasing proportions 

and dimensions. In the remodel, we tried 

to incorporate those kinds of dimensions 

throughout.”

Although the existing house had good 

bones, the flow of the original floor plan was 

somewhat confining, said Martha. Originally, 

there had been a narrow hallway with three 

bedrooms in a row leading to a back bedroom, 

where a tiny lanai was the only lanai in the 
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The addition of the new lanai 

off the kitchen provides an 

inviting retreat for enjoying 

morning coffee and sunset 

cocktails just steps away from 

the ocean. 

 “We strived to
make everything 
as ‘eco-groovy’  
as possible.”
   — martha blane, homeowner

entire house. Martha and Leonard decided 

to convert the four small bedrooms into 

two larger bedrooms, also expanding the 

guest bathroom and master bathroom. A 

third bedroom suite comprises the first 

floor below.

In the living area, they extended the mauka 

wall a little farther out and added a lanai. 

Then they converted one of the bathrooms 

into an office nook and added a lanai off the 

kitchen where a wall used to be. 

“This house was extremely hot and had poor 

ventilation,” recalled Martha. “Our main 

objective with the remodel was to get more 

fresh air into the house and hot air out.”

Milled in Hilo, the beautiful eucalyptus 

floors bring distinction and elegance to the 

home. The extra-wide window louvers are 

also made of the same eucalyptus, which 

has proven sturdy and holds up well in 

the hot, humid climate. Martha herself 

designed the kitchen cabinets, which are 

made of bamboo panels fitted into “green” 

plywood boxes that emit zero off-gassing. 

In keeping with the Asian theme of the 

kitchen, the dishwasher is also paneled 

in bamboo. Made of linseed oil, flax and 

sawdust, the Marmoleum floor provides a 

cushiony surface in the kitchen.

Designed by Martha, the 

kitchen showcases bamboo-

paneled cabinets, a koa bar 

and Marmoleum flooring 

made of natural raw materials.

The homeowners reconfigured 

the living room by pushing the 

far wall further out and adding a 

large picture window and lanai. 
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A split-level suite downstairs 

opens up to its own private 

lanai that leads to a tropical 

garden replete with torch ginger 

and hibiscus.

In researching what type of materials to 

use, Martha opted for sustainable choices 

wherever possible.

“I considered how far it would have to be 

shipped,” she said. “I didn’t want to buy any 

lumber that wasn’t from the Island, which 

can be a challenge. I found a guy in Hilo 

who was harvesting invasive eucalyptus 

being removed from a forest. He has his 

own mill. He was a great resource.”

When it came time to tackle the remodel of 

the adjacent cottage, built six years after the 

main house was built, the couple retained 

the existing floor plan of the one-bedroom 

abode. They did gut the kitchen, installing 

granite counters from Stone Solutions, in 

Kailua-Kona, and adding wood trim made 

from the leftover eucalyptus. 

Although the entire project was labor 

intensive from start to finish, Martha said 

their experience of building their home 

in 1982, in San Diego, prepared them for 

the challenge and honed their skills and 

attention to detail. The San Diego home 

has been featured in magazines, thanks in 

part to its unique “earth roof ” that has live 

plantings growing out of it.

“We learned as we went along with our San 

Diego house,” said Martha “Ignorance was 

bliss at the time. It was quite a project, but 

we have been able to incorporate those 

life experiences into the remodel of our 

Hawai‘i house. We are super happy with 

the results.”  

The master bedroom’s 

beautiful floors are made of 

salvaged eucalyptus milled 

in Hilo. The homeowners 

opted to source all lumber 

locally for the remodel.

The wave tile in the bathroom 

came from Bella Pietra. The 

screened open window in the 

shower unveils tropical views.


